
Web and Software Developer
LYUBOMIR VALCHEV

Date of Birth: 05 July 1994.

PERSONAL DETAILS

I'm Lyubomir Valchev, a Web and Software Developer.

I was born in Bulgaria, Europe, but I've lived my whole life in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. I have completed my BSC-IT in 
Pearsons Institute and my honors degree in Computer and 
Information Sciences in Monash university. Currently, I work 
full time at Retro Rabbit as a intermediate web and software 
developer. I have 2 years of part time and 3 years of full time 
work experience. My skills include: C#, .Net Core, Entity 
framework, SQL Server, MySQL, ReactJS, VueJS, HTML & CSS. I 
also have experience in marketing and client management.

ABOUT ME

CONTACT

082 947 6230

Johannesburg

www.lyubovalchev.co.za

info@lyubovalchev.co.za

MAIN SKILLS
.NET CORE

EF

SQL SERVER

VUE JS

REACT JS

LANGUAGES
English

Bulgarian

HOBBIES Gender: Male.

Marital Status: Single.

Driver’s License: Yes (Own Transport).

Willing to Relocate: Yes.
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MBTI PERSONALITY

ESFJ-A / The Consul: People with the Consul personality type 
thrive on social order and harmony, and use their warmth and 
social intelligence to make sure that each person knows their 
responsibilities and is able to get done what needs to get 
done.AZURE 50%
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SKILLS

.NET CORE

I have more than 3 years of experience 
working with .net core / C#. I have 
developed a CRM system using 
C# / .net core and the backend for a 
progressive web app.

ENTITY FRAMEWORK (EF)

I have more than 3 years of experience 
working with entity framework. 
Along with .net core, I have used 
entity framework to perform LINQ 
queries, CRUD db operations and db 
migrations.

SQL SERVER

Good knowledge in creating and 
working with databases, tables, trig-
gers, stored procedures and any kind 
of work related to SQL Server. 
I have more than 4 years of experience 
working with SQL Server.

65% 50%

AZURE

Good experience working with Azure 
to host, test and deploy web 
applications and SQL databases.

60% 50%

VUE JS (WITH VUEX)
70%

I have good knowledge in Vue js as 
well as Vuex for state management.
I have completed 4 projects, one of 
them being a PWA, using
vue js with Vuex. 

REACT JS (WITH REDUX)
40%

Basic knowledge but a good 
understanding of how React js works 
as well as Redux.
I have worked on 2 project that use 
React js with Redux for state 
management.
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SKILLS

ANGULAR (WITH NGRX)

Good knowledge and understanding 
of Angular (version 8+) and Ngrx for 
state management.
I have worked on 2 web systems that 
use Angular with Ngrx.

TESTING SOFTWARE

Excellent experience in professional 
system testing which include creating 
test cases and using those test cases to 
test the system for any 'bugs' and 
performance.

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Great communication skills and being 
able to communication to clients and 
colleagues.

TEAM PLAYER

Team player who can work with a team 
to achieve the end goal but also can 
work independently.
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PORTFOLIO

EXAM PORTAL CLOUD

Exam Portal Cloud solution is an 
online examination platform 
that allows Examination Bodies 
and Educational Institutes to 
conduct timed online exams in a 
secure online environment.

SENSEFLOW

A new planning and tracking 
tool that seeks to enhance your 
work and productivity to lead to 
a more rewarding work-life.
I was part of building a live 
productivity  and �nancial 
dashboard.

DUMEZWENI WEBSITE

A front-end website developed
for a company.

TRUCK TECH

Truck tech is a truck 
management system that can 
be used to keep track of 
delivery routes, diesel usage, 
driver management and much 
more.

QUICK SCORE PRO CLUB SCENE

Club Scene is an event 
promoting and night club 
management mobile web 
application and website 
dashboards which allows night 
clubs and other event venues to 
promote their events as well as 
manage their club/venue. 
This application is in still 
in development phase.

Quick Score pro is a PWA which 
can be used to easily track and 
manage shooting matches, 
manage clubs, branches and 
registrations and to track 
personal scores. You can create a 
club and build you own matches 
from your private target bank 
with photos of the targets for 
participants and match o�cials 

Note: These are only a few of the projects I have worked on.
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE

JANUARY 2021 - PRESENT RETRO RABBIT
Software Developer

Responsibilities:
* Produce clean, e�cient code based on speci�cations
* Integrate software components and third-party programs
* Verify, test and deploy programs and systems
* Unit testing
* Version Control
* Troubleshoot, debug and enhance existing software
* Recommend and execute improvements
* Client communication

FEBRUARY 2015 - DECEMBER 2020 V-SOFT TECHNOLOGIES
Web developer and support

Responsibilities:
* Web development
* Support for clients
* Software testing and creating test cases
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EDUCATION

FEB 2018 - Nov 2018 MONASH UNIVERSITY SOUTH AFRICA
Graduated with a Bachelor (Honours) of Computer and 
Information Sciences

           FEB 2014 - NOV 2017 CTI / PEARSONS UNIVERSITY
Graduated with a Bachelor Degree of Computer Science

           FEB 2009 - NOV 2013 EDENGLEN HIGH SCHOOL
Graduated with a matric certi�cate

Subjects studied:
* English
* Afrikaans
* Mathematics
* Life Orientation
* Business Studies
* Accounting
* Computers (IT)
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WHY HIRE ME?

I MEET AND EXCEED REQUIREMENTS.

 I AM PASSIONATE ABOUT WHAT I DO.

I PROVIDE REAL SOLUTIONS THAT 
WILL WORK.

 I DELIVER ON TIME.


